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Abstract We demonstrated atmospheric responses to a reduction in Arctic sea ice via simulations in which Arctic sea ice decreased stepwise from the present-day range to an ice-free range. In all cases, the tropospheric response exhibited a negative Arctic Oscillation (AO)-like pattern. An intensification of the climatological planetary-scale wave due to the present-day sea ice reduction on the Atlantic side of the Arctic Ocean induced stratospheric polar vortex weakening and the subsequent negative AO. Conversely, strong Arctic warming due to ice-free conditions across the entire Arctic Ocean induced a weakening of the tropospheric westerlies corresponding to a negative AO without troposphere-stratosphere coupling, for which the planetary-scale wave response to a surface heat source extending to the Pacific side of the Arctic Ocean was responsible. Because the resultant negative AO-like response was accompanied by secondary circulation in the meridional plane, atmospheric heat transport into the Arctic increased, accelerating the Arctic amplification.

1. Introduction

Arctic warming is among the most remarkable of climate change signals undergoing global warming and has resulted in continuous changes to the Arctic environment. Arctic sea ice loss is one of the most symbolic signatures of these rapid climate changes. Changes to Arctic sea ice are crucial to the coupled climate system, because ice melting is stimulated by atmospheric and oceanic heat transport into the Arctic. In turn, radiative and thermal feedback from the melting ice induces further warming in the Arctic. In this context, there is particular interest in the recent negative tendency of the winter Arctic Oscillation (AO) [Thompson and Wallace, 1998, 2001] observed in association with the loss of Arctic sea ice [Honda et al., 2009; Jaiser et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012] and an increase in the extent of Eurasian snow cover [Cohen et al., 2014; Furtado et al., 2016]. The negative phase of the AO is a manifestation of the exchange of the Arctic cold air mass and midlatitude warm air mass following a stronger meandering of the flow, which implies an increase in atmospheric heat transport into the Arctic. Such circulation changes associated with a negative AO enhance Arctic warming and local surface heat flux anomalies due to Arctic sea ice loss.

Observational [King et al., 2015; Jaiser et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016] and modeling [Kim et al., 2014; Nakamura et al., 2015, 2016; Wu and Smith, 2016] studies have demonstrated possible impacts of sea ice reduction on stratospheric polar vortex weakening, which is often accompanied by a negative AO in the troposphere through downward control via wave-mean flow interaction processes [Haynes et al., 1991; Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Kidston et al., 2015]. This is likely caused by interferences between climatological and anomalous planetary-scale wave structures [Sun et al., 2015]. Despite intensive efforts, the association between the AO and Arctic sea ice changes remains unclear. In particular, the impacts of sea ice loss on severe cold winters in the midlatitudes, a typical characteristic of the negative AO, are not always reproduced in different model simulations [Screen and Simmons, 2013; Screen et al., 2013]. This is partly due to differences in experimental design or boundary conditions. In addition, large and chaotic atmospheric internal variability and warming due to other climate forcing factors often mask signals from the impacts of sea ice [Mori et al., 2014; Deser et al., 2016]. Nonlinear behavior in the sea ice-AO relationship has been discussed [Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010], as well as the impact of the Arctic on midlatitude climate under future warming climate conditions [Sun et al., 2015; Wu and Smith, 2016].

In this study, we examined how the impacts of climate on Arctic sea ice changes are modified during the transition from present-day conditions to ice-free conditions. We conducted four sensitivity experiments...
using the idealized assumption that Arctic sea ice is reduced to the ice-free condition in a stepwise manner. Then, we adopted an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) that has successfully captured the negative AO-like responses to a reduction in sea ice [Nakamura et al., 2015, 2016; Jaiser et al., 2016]. Our comparison of the atmospheric responses to gradual changes in sea ice improves our understanding of the underlying mechanism of the association between sea ice and the AO.

2. Methods

2.1. Model and Experimental Design

We used the same model and observational data for the boundary conditions as that in our previous study [Nakamura et al., 2016] using the AGCM for the Earth Simulator (AFES) version 4.1, with triangular truncation at horizontal wave number 79 (T79; horizontal resolution: ~1.5°), 56 vertical levels, a model top of ~60 km, and Merged Hadley–National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Sea Ice Concentration (SIC) data sets [Hurrell et al., 2008]. To demonstrate the impact of reductions in present-day sea ice, we defined high (5 year average of 1979–1983) and low (2005–2009) periods. Corresponding to changes in sea ice coverage (low minus high), obvious sea ice loss was found in the Pacific side of the Arctic Ocean in summer and in the Atlantic side in winter (see Figure S1 in the supporting information). In our previous paper [Nakamura et al., 2015], we addressed our treatment of sea ice, which is relevant to quantifying sea ice in the perturbed runs in this study: “Our model does not treat SIC directly; instead, each model grid cell is either treated as being ice covered or ice free. We assumed a maximum sea ice thickness (SIT) in the Arctic of 50 cm, so that SIC from 0 to 100% was linearly converted into SIT from 0 to 50 cm. We then set all grid cells where converted SIT was less than 5 cm to 0 cm (i.e., no ice). By this procedure, the simulated heat flux in the Arctic of our model is comparable with observations.” Note that the SIC-to-SIT conversion does not consider the fractional surface roughness parameter. The roughness of ice is a constant value that does not depend on thickness. This could result in an overestimation of the near-surface temperature over the sea ice grid, although only within several kelvin at the most.

We performed 150 year integrations of a control run (CNTL) and four perturbed runs, referred to as AICE, Im30, Im40, and Im50, in which the sea ice conditions were varied as summarized in Table 1 (also see section S1 in the supporting information). While the climatological SST and sea ice conditions of the high period were used in CNTL, the sea ice condition of the low period was used in an anomalous ice (AICE) run. Alternative low sea ice conditions were used in Im30 and Im40 runs, in which SITs were artificially and impartially reduced by 30 and 40 cm from the high condition in all grids over the Arctic Ocean. In the Im50 run, SIT was reduced by 50 cm, indicating an ice-free condition over the Arctic Ocean in all seasons (see section S1). We emphasize that this experimental setup, without any changes to external conditions other than sea ice, was designed in an attempt to better understand the physical processes underlying the association between sea ice and the AO. In reality, sea ice will retreat more intensively over the marginal regions and much more weakly over the central Arctic. Therefore, runs with intermediate sea ice loss (i.e., Im30 and Im40) are not necessarily representative of the actual transition from the present-day condition to an ice-free condition.

2.2. Statistics and Techniques

We examined the differences in the 150 year averages of the respective perturbed runs against the CNTL run with a Student’s two-sided t test. The vertical component of the Eliassen-Palm (E-P) flux (Fz) obtained from transformed Eulerian mean (TEM) diagnostics of the daily mean field was used as an indicator of upward

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Integration Period (Years)</th>
<th>SST</th>
<th>SIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNTL</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Climatology</td>
<td>High ice period, 1979–1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICE</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Climatology</td>
<td>Low ice period, 2005–2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Im30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Climatology</td>
<td>Decrease of 30 cm from CNTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Im40</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Climatology</td>
<td>Decrease of 40 cm from CNTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Im50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Climatology</td>
<td>Decrease of 50 cm from CNTL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Climatology is the time period of 1981–2010 for which the monthly average sea surface temperature (SST) was used for the boundary conditions. High (1979–1983) and low (2005–2009) years are the time periods for which the monthly average sea ice thickness (SIT) was used for the boundary conditions.
propagating planetary wave activity. An 11 day boxcar filter was applied to zonal mean zonal wind and Fz before analyzing the daily evolutions. A Fourier transformation was applied to the atmospheric field to decompose the wave number component and diagnose atmospheric changes by separating them into planetary and synoptic scales. We defined the planetary-scale wave and the synoptic-scale wave as waves 1 plus 2 (wave1 + 2) and waves 3 to 10 (wave3–10), respectively. The atmospheric heating rate due to the anomalous residual mean vertical motion (\(w^*\)) was estimated from TEM diagnosis (see section S2) and compared to the direct turbulent heat flux anomaly due to Arctic sea ice changes.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Responses of the Tropospheric Circulation

The winter Northern Hemisphere (NH) atmospheric response to a reduction in present-day sea ice clearly showed a negative AO-like pattern in the upper tropospheric height anomaly (\(\Delta Z_{300}\); Figure 1a, AICE). The corresponding near-surface temperature response (\(\Delta T_{850}\)) was indicative of a warm anomaly over the Atlantic side of the Arctic Ocean, due to the reduction in sea ice in that area, and a cold anomaly over eastern Siberia (Figure 1b, AICE).

Even when SIT was further reduced artificially as described above, the tropospheric responses showed negative AO-like patterns with amplitudes that increased as more sea ice was reduced (Figure 1a, Im30 and Im40). Under ice-free conditions, the atmospheric response maintained a negative AO-like pattern with the maximum amplitude (Figure 1a, Im50). In addition, lower tropospheric air temperature responses maintained a warm Arctic and cold Siberian pattern, with amplified warm anomalies over the Pacific side of the Arctic Ocean in association with the large reductions in sea ice in the respective cases (Figure 1b, Im30, Im40, and Im50).

Our experiments showed that the negative AO-like pattern intensifies with a reduction in Arctic sea ice. This appears to be consistent with current studies that presented a negative phase shift of the AO induced by the
recent Arctic sea ice reduction [Jaiser et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Nakamura et al., 2015]. Some studies have emphasized the role of stratosphere-troposphere coupling on the association between sea ice and the AO [Kim et al., 2014; King et al., 2015; Jaiser et al., 2016; Nakamura et al., 2016]. However, stratospheric responses vary depending on the location of sea ice anomalies [Sun et al., 2015]. Therefore, we clarified the role of the stratosphere in our experiments.

### 3.2. Stratosphere-Troposphere Coupling Process

The daily evolution of the zonal mean zonal wind response at 60°N ($\Delta U_{60N}$) showed a relatively weak and continuous negative anomaly of about $-0.5 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ from November to March over the entire troposphere in AICE (Figure 2a). The tropospheric negative anomaly of the zonal wind corresponded to the negative phase of the AO, consistent with the height patterns shown in Figure 1a. Unlike the troposphere, a negative wind anomaly over $-4.0 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ appeared suddenly in the upper stratosphere in mid-January, indicative of a weakening of the polar vortex. This propagated downward, connecting with the tropospheric signal from January to March. The stratospheric wind anomaly followed an intensification of upward propagation of wave activity.

![Figure 2.](image-url)

(a) Daily evolutions of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies (respective runs minus CNTL) at 60°N. The contours and shading are the same as those in Figure 1. (b) Daily evolutions of $F_z$ (i.e., vertical component of the Eliassen-Palm (E-P) flux) anomalies at 50–80°N and 100 hPa. Periods when the $F_z$ anomaly exceeded $5 \times 10^{15} \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-2}$ are indicated by a purple line. (c) Anomalies of amplitude (i.e., square root of the power) decomposed into wave 1 to wave 6 components of January geopotential height at 60°N and 100 hPa.
in the lower stratosphere ($\Delta F_z100$), as indicated by a cluster of positive anomalies in early January (purple lines in Figure 2b, AICE).

The intensification of the upward wave propagation and subsequent stratospheric polar vortex weakening occurred sporadically in Im30 and Im40 (Figures 2a and 2b). Conversely, the negative tropospheric anomalies of the zonal wind were relatively large and significant, suggestive of independent tropospheric processes that differed from stratosphere-troposphere coupling. This independence between the stratosphere and troposphere was most obvious in Im50 (Figure 2a), in which the stratospheric polar vortex strengthened from November to February, consistent with the reduced upward wave propagation (Figure 2b).

To examine why the intensity of the stratosphere-troposphere coupling weakened with increasing sea ice reduction, we applied a wave number analysis to the January mean height field in the lower stratosphere, an important level that connects the troposphere with the stratosphere through upward planetary-scale wave propagation [Nakamura et al., 2016]. We chose January due to the clear contrast between the AICE and Im50 cases. The wave 1 amplitude of the 100 hPa geopotential height at 60°N was magnified clearly by 18 m (i.e., geopotential meter) in AICE (Figure 2c). While the wave 1 amplitudes were magnified by 16 and 5 m in Im30 and Im40, respectively, no change was observed in Im50. This suggests that the wave 1 structure corresponding to a typical planetary-scale wave was responsible for the stratospheric polar vortex weakening. Therefore, we compared differences in the horizontal wave structure between the two most contrasting cases, AICE and Im50. The negative height anomaly appeared over eastern Siberia in both cases. However, in Im50, the positive height anomaly over the Arctic Ocean extended more than in AICE (Figure 1a, AICE and Im50). The lower stratospheric patterns and their wave 1 and wave 2 components were consistent with this feature (see section S3). The resultant height anomalies ($\Delta Z$100) overlaid with the climatological Siberian trough, which has been discussed in conjunction with the stratospheric responses from the local interference between climatological and anomalous planetary-scale waves [Sun et al., 2015]. Therefore, we suggest that the intensification (suppression) of the climatological Siberian trough in the lower stratosphere could strengthen (weaken) stratosphere-troposphere coupling, which has a role in the association between sea ice and the AO in accordance with features of the recent Arctic amplification [Cohen et al., 2014].

### 3.3. Intensified Arctic Amplification via Atmospheric Heat Transport

Remaining interest is the tropospheric process governing the continuous negative AO-like response from November to March (Figure 2a, all cases) and its implication for Arctic amplification.

Using the TEM diagnosis, we examined the primary cause of the weakened circumpolar circulations corresponding to the negative AO in the troposphere from November to March. In all cases, negative anomalies of E-P flux divergence (i.e., decelerating zonal wind by wave forcing) appeared in the upper troposphere of the middle to high latitudes with magnitudes of $-0.4$ to $-1.2$ m s$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$ (Figure 3a). We decomposed this E-P flux divergence into meridional (i.e., eddy momentum flux) and vertical (i.e., eddy heat flux) components and into the planetary-scale (wave1 + 2) and synoptic-scale (wave3–10) waves. The vertical component of the wave forcing ($dF_z/dz$), due to the planetary-scale wave (Pl), led to total deceleration (To) in all cases; the synoptic-scale wave (Sy) also contributed slightly (Figure 3b, red lines). This may be explained by the response of the stationary tropospheric Rossby wave to a reduction in Arctic sea ice [Honda et al., 2009; Nakamura et al., 2015]. The resulting increase in the meandering of the tropospheric jet stream induced a negative phase shift of the AO polarity (see section S4) [Nakamura et al., 2015]. While an intensification of the tropospheric planetary-scale wave does not necessarily connect with the lower stratosphere (see section S5), the resulting deceleration forcing in the upper troposphere may induce additional feedback via the meridional eddy momentum flux. The meridional component of the wave forcing ($dF_y/dy$), in which contributions of planetary- and synoptic-scale waves are relatively comparable, also decelerated the zonal wind, but their amplitudes were relatively small (Figure 3b, green lines). This secondary deceleration due to the meridional component may result from the eddy response to the weakened westerly flow. The eddy feedback mechanism is a typical characteristic of the AO [Limpasuvan and Hartmann, 2000; Kimoto et al., 2001]. This is consistent with appearances of the negative AO-like response in all cases in this experiment. Note that there was a longitudinal dependency of the wave responses. While the tropospheric planetary-scale wave responses over eastern Siberia (e.g., Figure S4b) were only expected to decelerate the upper tropospheric jet stream above, the resultant total response in height showed a more annular structure
Considering the weakened meridional temperature gradient due to Arctic warming, the increase in tropospheric upward wave propagation was interesting because it induced anomalous atmospheric heat transport into the Arctic. This had the additional implication of inducing anomalous secondary circulations in the meridional plane via wave forcing. Deceleration forcing in the upper troposphere induced anomalous subsidence ($w^* < 0$) over the Arctic and anomalous upwelling ($w^* > 0$) over the midlatitude (see section S6), which was in agreement with the high- and low-pressure anomalies corresponding to the negative phase of the AO. This anomalous meridional circulation corresponded to anomalous heat transport into the Arctic. We estimated the atmospheric heat transport by this anomalous circulation and compared it with the vertical turbulent heat flux anomaly over the Arctic. In all cases, turbulent heat flux predominantly warmed the atmosphere (i.e., AO like; see Figure 1a). This issue could not be addressed any more in the present study, although it may reflect the characteristics of the AO as a mode of NH atmospheric variability.
over the Arctic and the anomalous meridional circulation warmed the Arctic and cooled the midlatitudes (Figure 3c), although there were significant differences in amplitude among the cases. The results indicated that the anomalous meridional circulation, induced by the Arctic sea ice reduction, transported heat into the Arctic, in addition to the turbulent heat flux due to sea ice changes. This dynamic positive feedback could work independently of the stratospheric process, intensifying the Arctic amplification.

4. Concluding Remarks

We propose that there are two processes that control the association between Arctic sea ice changes and the polarity of the winter AO, which are described below.

1. The stratosphere-troposphere coupling process is dominated by an intensified climatological planetary-scale wave structure (Figure 4, the stratospheric pathway). This is mainly due to the intensification of the lower stratospheric Siberian trough associated with a reduction in Arctic sea ice on the Atlantic side of the Arctic Ocean. Our results are consistent with recent studies that demonstrated the role of the stratosphere in the association between sea ice and climate observed in the most recent decade [Kim et al., 2014; King et al., 2015; Nakamura et al., 2016]. The results support that there are different stratospheric responses to different locations of surface heat sources [Sun et al., 2015].

2. The tropospheric process is controlled by the eddy heat flux due to a planetary-scale wave response in the troposphere (Figure 4, the tropospheric pathway). Increased meandering of the tropospheric jet stream, corresponding to the response of the stationary Rossby wave to Arctic sea ice reduction [Honda et al., 2009; Nakamura et al., 2015], induces a negative AO-like pattern. Although the issue of longitudinal dependency remains, the associated eddy momentum flux response is consistent with the conventional understanding of AO dynamics [Limpasuvan and Hartmann, 2000; Kimoto et al., 2001].

The experimental design of this study was highly idealized to isolate the impacts of sea ice and did not consider the direct impacts of SST or increasing greenhouse gases. However, the results provide an overview as to how the response of the NH climate to Arctic sea ice loss may be modified. Our results revealed two regimes. When Arctic sea ice loss retained the present-day geographic pattern, the lower stratospheric wave 1 structure, enhanced by the positive surface heat flux anomaly, became more concentrated on the Atlantic side of the Arctic Ocean, which perturbed the stratospheric polar vortex. In comparison, when the Arctic Ocean became ice free, the resulting surface heat flux anomalies over the entire Arctic weakened the
coupling between the troposphere and stratospheric polar vortex. Besides the different locations of the surface heat sources, the small-scale eddy and interaction with the planetary-scale eddy may be critical to determining the extent to which the troposphere is coupled to the stratosphere. For example, it has been suggested that the faster response of the baroclinic eddy to Arctic warming influences slower planetary-scale wave responses [Semmler et al., 2016]. This may be a key process in determining the polarity of the AO controlled by planetary-scale wave forcing.

Moreover, the results suggest a mechanism by which Arctic warming may interact with Arctic and midlatitude climate change. Additional dynamically induced heat transport into the Arctic occurred as a response to sea ice reduction, regardless of whether the stratospheric or tropospheric process was dominant. The initial reduction in sea ice due to Arctic warming strengthened dynamic heat transport and accelerated Arctic warming as positive feedback. While a relationship between Arctic warming and extreme weather in the midlatitude is still under debate [Hassanzadeh et al., 2014], the positive feedback of the Arctic warming associated with sea ice loss may yield unexpected severe hazards by amplifying the meandering of the tropospheric jet stream [Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Screen and Simmonds, 2014].
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